
APUSH Notes

The Mayflower Compact

The Mayflower Compact was a document meant to establish laws for English settlers who intended to
travel to Virginia, but instead found themselves in Massachusetts due to poor weather. There were 50
men, 19 women, 33 young adults & children, and 41 Pilgrims (separatists victimized because of the Church
of England), totalling 102 passengers. The 61 non-Pilgrims were called “strangers” by the Pilgrims and
consisted of common people, sailors, and merchants and stuff. The Pilgrims were the whole reason the
Mayflower was sailing to America: they had signed a contract with the VC that would let them live near the
Hudson River (part of NoVA at the time) fully funded by the Company on the conditions that they would
colonize more of the eastern coast and would return profits. However, since they arrived in Massachusetts,
many strangers considered the contract void and didn’t recognize any rule because they weren’t actually
covered by the contract or anything. As a result, the Pilgrims made the Mayflower Compact, which was
signed by 41 men (Pilgrims and strangers) on November 11, 1620 to keep everyone together and prevent more
discord so they could properly colonize. It is generally believed that educated Pilgrim William Bradford
wrote the Mayflower Compact. The general terms and rules laid out in it were that the colonists would stay
loyal to King James, they would live like Christians, they would work together to keep a society, and they
would make laws and offices for the colony and follow those laws. This colony became the Plymouth colony.
The first governor was John Carver (might have helped write the Compact), who was inducted on November
21, 1620. More than half of the colonists died the first winter, which was harsh, but the colony survived
in the end. John Carver did in April 1621 and was replaced by William Bradford, who helped the colony
grow. More settlers arrived from Britain and a General Court was established with the colony expanding.
The Mayflower Compact was important because it was the first document to establish self-governance in the
New World (though it was a combination of allegiance to England and true self-governance).

Mercantilism

Mercantilism is the idea that the king has to get the most money. Mercantilism is manifested by monarchs
who want to control trade routes (like the Silk Road) and want the fastest, most direct trade routes. If you
didn’t use the Silk Road, you would go around Africa to trade. Thought a straight line is the most direct
route. Mercantilism says that if you find new colonies, they exist only to profit the mother country. Spain
and Portugal are the first to act on this, while England (in 1500s - Henry VIII) doesn’t. England is invading
France and starting wars that he won’t win, strengthening the British Navy for war, and he spends lots of
money on lots of stuff. Then comes Edward (son) who dies, then Mary (eldest daughter of Henry VIII),
who converts Anglicans, then Queen Elizabeth (who doesn’t have much money anymore). So she uses a
joint stock company, which finances early explorations by having people pool their money and buy a ship,
people, and supplies, then ask the Queen for permission to establish a colony in her name. The Queen wins
by taxing the colonists to get money. If nothing happens though, she doesn’t lose anything.

Native Americans

The Olmec are located in Southern Mexico (near Yucatan Peninsula) and emerged around 1200-400 BC. We
don’t know much about them: they had kings/chiefs and build mounds of earth and constructed wooden
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temples on them. They also made giant stone heads; we don’t know who they are (gods, chief?), but they
each have a unique face and are 10ft wide and 12ft tall and the rock doesn’t even come from this area,
which could mean that they might trade with people who have this rock and also have the engineering
prowess to move it. The Olmec had a writing system: glyphs, where each glyph conveys an idea or concept
and the writing system hasn’t been entirely decoded. The Olmec are sort of the next old thing and they
are the oldest sophisticated civilization in Mexico. The Mayas are located on the Yucatan Peninsula and
exist from 250-900 CE. We know they are organized into city-states and are into sacrifices, polytheism and
farming. Some legacies of the Mayans are their calendars (260 days - had good knowledge of astronomy)
and their pyramids (stone, used to be painted vividly with myths and stuff). The biggest mystery is how
they disappeared: it seems their communities were just abandoned and there is no evidence of violence or
mass graves or anything like that, but we don’t know why. There are two new civilizations that meet the
Spanish: the Aztecs and Incas. The Aztecs had a capital near Lake Texcoco and their capital (Tenochtitlan
- well fortified - as big as London in terms of population) and used lots of water. They also called themselves
the Mexica. The Aztecs used chinampas to grow food: they’re floating gardens (wooden raft, put seeds and
dirt, and put it on the water). At the center of Tenochtitlan is a temple to the sun god. The Aztecs were
extremely violent for human sacrifice and probably more violent than the Mayans. Most of these people
are prisoners of war. The Aztecs are militaristic and therefore they have a bunch of prisoners of war. One
Spaniard says that there were ¿100K skulls of sacrifices on a single rack at the bottom of the temple. The
Aztecs start doing tributes for the tribes they’ve conquered, but they keep tribute rates so high that the
tribes despise the Aztecs (80+% of the time is spent for Aztec tributes). The Aztec calendar is 365 days
long with a written system and we know their writing system and that they have a king. The Incas have a
long and narrow empire near the Andes and they have a king. This king also expects tributes from tribes
he conquers, but they’re reasonable, so they’re not as unpopular. This desire to collect taxes and stuff is
reflected by their math system: quipu (rope abacus). Each rope has a value and each knot represents how
many of a value you have. The emperor lived in Cuzco and they had a really good road system. Because the
emperor needed information, the emperor set up a 2000-mile road system (rivals or better than the Romans
because it deals with rugged terrains and steep inclines and cliff faces). The emperor set up rest stops every
20 miles along the way with runners stationed at these stops who had leaves that are the same leaves cocaine
is made from and when they needed to get information back quick, each runner would chew the cocaine
leaves and run from post to post. The Incas practiced mummification and medical procedures similar to
those in Europe and Middle-East. The Incas performed terrace farming and they grew stuff on Machu Picchu
and were also polytheistic. Columbus discovers the Americas from the Europeans’ perspective. The Native
Americans were actually there first and 30-40K years ago, there was an Ice Age with global cooling and sea
levels are dropping as ice is formed. This means that shallow areas of water become dry. The Bering Strait
is pretty shallow and is between Alaska and Russia, so it dried up (the seafloor is exposed) and formed a
land-bridge, which animals run across, which lead to humans that are hunting them to follow. The humans
start moving south because it is cold there and there is a better chance of surviving in the south. The Bering
Strait land-bridge is sometimes called Beringia. We know this because we have found fossilized plants and
animals in the Bering Strait. Columbus killed a bunch of people after he discovered America. He becomes
the governor of Hispaniola (the Carribeans) and starts raping women and killing Indians. The Anasazi are
called cliff-dwellers and live under the overhang of cliffs and would dig out cisterns, which would collect water
whenever it rained and ran off. The Hohokam grew maize, squash, and beans and have a good understanding
of irrigation and were able to make irrigation canals that were 20 miles away and still were able to work. They
lived in pit houses, which were like cellars with a flat roof on stilts. The Spanish refer to both the Anasazi
and the Hohokam as the Pueblo. The Mississippians live along the Mississippi River and seems to be a very
sophisticated trading culture. And we know so much because of Cahokia, a Mississippian city in present-day
SW Illinois. There are a bunch of mounds with stuff in them and we have found copper and seashells and
jade, which is not specific to this region and are found in faraway places. Mound 72 is a mystery because
there was a guy who was buried with a lot of jewelry and weapons and stuff along with a bunch of people
who were decapitated and buried around him. Historians hypothesise this is similar to how people are killed
at the same time of a pharaoh’s death, so we can assume there is a religion here. The Adena are another
tribe and also build earthen mounds and are very artistic and use animals (serpents and eagles) that was
important in Meso-America. The Iroquois dominate a large area of land and call themselves the Algonquins
and share a language. The five tribes that make up the confederacy, Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga,
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and Seneca, live in upstate New York and come together against two Canadian tribes: the Ottawa and the
Huron. There are four similarities across all Native American tribes: their view of land (they respect the
land and don’t have a sense of ownership and consider land to be gifted by ancestors, which is different
from how Europeans own and sell land) (the Native Americans don’t understand that the Europeans think
the land is theirs when they sign contracts and stuff), their religious views (polytheistic, nature god, deep
respect for ancestors and call upon ancestors for help), kinship (Europeans trace heritage through father,
while Native Americans does this through the mother, where your status is decided by who your mother is
and the father comes to live with the mother), and class structure (all cultures practiced slavery, but is not
racial but tribal and enslavement wasn’t to make you wealthy but to keep labor stable - if a guy is killed in
a war, his family might lose income, so the slave takes on the responsibilities of the dead warrior - and that
they have made slave temporary - around 7 years for enslavement, after which you go through a ceremony
and are reborn as a member of the new tribe; however, you cannot leave but you are treated as a member
of a tribe).

Spain in the New World

Columbus sets sail financed by Spain and goes around to a bunch of kings in Europe for financing. Isabella
and Ferdinand give them the Nina, Pinta, and Santa Maria. There was almost a mutiny and spots land
months after sailing. He lands in the Caribbeans in San Salvador and meets the Taino, who he thinks are
Indians. He knows they have a little bit of gold, so he explores other tribes, like the Arawak, and notices
that there are more women than men. He figures out that this is because the Caribs regularly attack the
Arawak and kidnap the men and eat them, which is a custom. He goes back to Europe and tells them
that they are savages. The ritual was actually supposed to be considered a way to strengthen yourself by
eating a strong warrior, which would let you embody that warrior. The Caribs do this to a lot of tribes.
On Columbus’s second visit, he left a bunch of men in Fort Navidad. On his third visit, his men are dead
because the Taino don’t like them just staying. He decides to enslave some of the Taino because he is now
the governor of Hispaniola. While Columbus was discovering America, Portugal and Spain are battling over
who gets what. Columbus claims the land by planting a Spanish flag. Instead of warring, they go to the
Pope who uses bad maps to establish the Treaty of Tordesillas, who gives Portugal Africa and the right half
of South America and Spain the rest. Portugal agreed to this because they know that Africa already has
a bunch of resources (gold and salt). The current legacy of this line is Brazil, which speaks Portuguese.
The Portuguese don’t get much with the New World, but instead get a monopoly on slavery. Spanish start
establishing haciendas, which are plantations to grow sugar and other crops, which is labor-intensive, so they
get slaves. Originally, these slaves are Native Americans. The Spanish people consists almost completely
of men and younger noble sons. Hernan Cortes is a younger son of a Spanish noble and doesn’t want to
be in the army or priest (primogeniture). He goes to Cuba, in which there is almost no wealth and land
left because it has been divided up by other people. Cortes hears about a really wealthy civilization to the
West. Over a few years, he gets a bunch of ships and 500 men to go to Mexico (they don’t know where
they’re going). The Spanish have both a bunch of diseases and guns and military training and armor and
horses, which are a big advantage and are completely new to the Native Americans. This looks impressive
to the Native Americans, but the Spanish don’t know the land, have limited resources, don’t understand the
language, and stuff. Cortes overcomes the language barrier when he is gifted 20 female slaves. La Malinche,
one of the slaves, becomes Cortes’ mistress and understand Spanish and Aztec because she was originally a
slave of a Spaniard. She is sometimes considered a traitor because she allows Cortes to more easily conquer
the Aztecs. One of the most prominent gods in Aztec mythology is Quetzalcoatl (pale-skinned serpent).
The story is that when he comes from the East, the Aztecs will be reborn. This seems very similar to
oral descriptions of the Spanish, which makes Montezuma (leader of Aztecs) originally believe that they are
Quetzalcoatl. Initially, Cortes is welcomed to Tenochtitlan. There, Cortes discovers the Aztec’s money, after
which his men start pillaging and raping women and Cortes starts extorting them. Before this, though,
Montezuma, realizing that Cortes isn’t a god, drives them out of Tenochtitlan. For a few months after,
Cortes is talking to native tribes with La Malinche and learns that they hate the Aztecs. He shows up
in the summer of 1521 with thousands of native warriors to invade Tenochtitlan, but find it undefended
because smallpox had ravaged the city during those months. Cortes decides to start instantly destroying
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buildings and constructing Spanish-style buildings. This is Mexico City. By 1600, the entire lake Texcoco
has dried up. The Spanish have a rigid social hierarchy, similar to a caste system. Your rank is dictated by
the percent Spanish you are. At the top of the caste system are the Peninsulares (people born in Spain and
come over to the New World). If you’re 100% Spanish but born in the New World, you’re a Creole/Criolle.
A Mestizo is part Spanish and part Native American (part Indio), with 8 or 16 subclasses based on how
much Spanish and Native American blood you have. The next class is the Indios (Native American). As the
Native American population starts decreasing, a new caste forms as African Americans come over as slaves.
Mulattoes (part African and Spanish) have subclasses based on Spanish blood. The next class is Zambo
(part Native American and part African), with Native American blood valued more highly. Africans are
completely African. The Spaniards, to maintain the caste system in a near-illiterate country, uses pictures
to show the caste system. This art is called caste art. The caste system is unique to just the Spanish. The
Columbian Exchange (Triangle Trade, Atlantic Exchange) is the exchange of plants, animals, and diseases.
Animals (horses & cows) and diseases are coming from the Old World, as well as slaves. The New World is
giving mostly food. This results in an increase in the European population. This results in more Europeans
wanting to leave, fueling colonization. De Las Casas is a Spanish Franciscan monk who comes to the New
World as part of the Mission System (the Church is the outpost of Spanish communities - build a church
somewhere, a missionary converts people and the Spanish lived around this church). De Las Casas is horrified
by what he sees there. The encomienda system works by having Spaniards getting land grants for the New
World (called an encomienda) as well as the labor of the Native Americans who live there as well. The
only expectation was that in return for the Natives becoming slaves, they teach them Catholicism. The
Native Americans don’t have a choice. De Las Casas thinks that the Native Americans should be treated
in a Christian manner because they’re Christians, but instead sees how they’re being exploited and writes
The Destruction of the West Indies for the monarch, talking about babies being thrashed against rocks and
pregnant women getting speared through the belly. The Native Americans are described as innocent and
childlike while the Spanish are evil and lionlike, which horrifies the Spanish court so much that they end the
encomienda system (called the New Laws) and the enslavement of the Natives. This makes De Las Casas
happy because they can be converted, but because the Spanish don’t have Native American slaves to make
their crops, they instead get African slaves to do their work. This new system is called the asiento system.
De Las Casas was happy with that because, though he didn’t want the Native Americans to be enslaved, he
was entirely fine with Africans being slaves because he considered them heathens and resistant to conversion.
The asiento system focuses on importing male African slaves. In the Spanish continents, we see that there is
a constant movement of African slaves while in America, you don’t see that because slavery is an inherited
status there.

England in the New World

St. Augustine in 1565 is the first North American settlement by the Spanish. The Spanish are going to find
that their North American claims are challenged, first by the French (in South Carolina, near Charleston),
who are struggling to set these settlements up. England and Spain are currently nearly at war because of
religion. In England, Elizabeth is trying to get people to be Protestant, while in Spain, Philip V is trying to
get them Catholic. Elizabeth needs money because her father used a lot up. Elizabeth wants money, so she
uses privateers (state-sanctioned pirates to attach certain targets). She uses privateers like Francis Drake to
attack Spanish ships and get the money she knew they had. The privateers are doing well from this. Spain
says England can’t do that, but Elizabeth denies that she has anything to do with this. This is escalating
tensions between the two countries. Sir Francis Drake, a privateer, tells Elizabeth that the hardest part of
pirating is that after having attacked ships, you can’t come onto some random Spanish place to rest up after
because the Spanish owns this, so he wants some English place to rest up on the coast of North America
(today OBX) before heading across the sea. So, Elizabeth decides to make a colony. She can’t pay for this,
so she asks her friend Sir Walter Raleigh to fund it. He selects Richard Grenville and Ralph Lane (Raleigh
never goes to the colony). They claim some land as Virginia (now North Carolina) in the Roanoke Colony.
They meets Algonqians (Croatoans). The goal of this colony is threefold: to find a passage to Asia, as a rest
stop for pirates, and a source of gold/metals. Two of the 80 people going to the colony are metallurgists
(people who melt precious metals and stuff). Things go bad pretty quickly: a copper pot goes missing and
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they blame the Native Americans. They kill the Croatoan chief even though they don’t know if they stole it.
The first time Drake goes to the rest stop (1586), he finds that all of them want to go back to England with
him because there are tensions with the Natives. Raleigh funds another expedition a year later led by John
White (a cartographer), who brings 100 people along with women and families. White brings his daughter,
a pregnant Eleanor Dare. She gives birth once they have landed in the New World and names her Virginia
Dare. They arrive in June, so they can’t start growing crops. John White leaves to Europe in the fall to get
crops and food. However, he comes at a bad time. Because England is going to go to war with Spain, all
of the ships are being used for the war. He can only come back to the New World two years later and finds
the colony empty. He sees the word Croatoan and stuff, but that’s it. One theory is that they assimilated
into Native American tribes. The general theory is that they moved 50 miles inland and assimilated into
the tribes.

English Colonies

There are three different types of English colonies. The first are charter colonies: they are financed by joint
stock companies (the Queen has no money, so good) like Virginia, Massachusetts, and Plymouth. The second
are proprietary colonies, which are given by the king or queen as a gift to somebody to be run however they
want. The king and queen borrowed money to get the crown, so they pay back the loans by gifting colonies
to nobles, who loaned the money (George Calvert, Lord Baltimore). All colonies ultimately become royal
colonies. The first is Virginia and the last is Georgia. The king appoints a governor to each of these colonies,
and nothing gets done without him The king appoints him, not the people. In 1603, Queen Elizabeth dies
and James Stewart (James I) comes to power and is approached in 1607 by the Virginia Company of London.
They want to establish a new colony to find gold and rivers (a bunch of rivers seemed to head west, and they
wanted to see if there was a river that cut through the land and allowed you to exit through to the Pacific and
go to Asia). They got a bunch of money, the most prominent of who are John Smith (belligerent, stubborn,
abrasive) and Christopher Newport (diplomatic, softer). They had different approaches and they don’t get
along, which contributes to the rough times they face the first winter. The Godspeed, the Discovery, and the
Susan Constant with 105 colonists in the late summer of 1607 come down to Jamestown. The young noble
sons are trying to find gold because they don’t want to find food because they’re lazy. There is around a 60%
mortality rate, with 38 people alive in January of 1608. Along with the cold, Jamestown is dying due to bad,
stagnant water, leading to dysentery, mosquito-borne illnesses like malaria, poor work ethic of colonists, and
warring with the Powhatans (who are giving them their food and are tired of giving them food). Colonists in
the New World had to go through what was called seasoning/starving time: if you survived that, you would
probably make it to your natural death. In the summer of 1608, Christopher Newport goes to England and
John Smith becomes a sort of dictator, adding new laws like the no work, no food policy, where if you don’t
donate your time a couple days a week to the colony, you don’t get food. This worked pretty well. John
Smith says that in 1608, he has been taken prisoner by the Powhatans (they are Algonqians) and is brought
tied up to a big longhouse and sees a dias with the Chief on it. His head is put on a rock and sees a big
guy with a giant rock about to stone. All of a sudden, Pocahontas (11 or 12 at the time) throws herself
onto him and saves him. She didn’t do this out of love but because the Iroquois had a ceremony they would
use to mark the end of a slave’s enslavement and the individual is fake put-to-death (to symbolically kill
the original identity) with somebody saving the slave to make them a member of the tribe. In other words,
everyone knew that he wasn’t going to die and Pocahontas was supposed to “save” him. For over a year,
things are good with the natives, but in the summer of 1609, John Smith is hunting and his gun explodes in
his face and suffers burns on his face and neck. He has to return to England and never comes back. After
he leaves, Jamestown start going back to before. As we go into 1609 and 1610, relations with the Indians
go bad and in the winter of 1609, they encounter the “starving time,” where 60 out of 500 people survived
where they start by eating horses, then dogs, and cats, rodents, and finally recently deceased humans (there
is evidence of this). The survivors don’t like this, so they get to Cape Henry lighthouse and find a ship sailed
by Lord De La Warr, who has supplies, so they go back to Jamestown and try again. John Rolfe was in the
Caribbean. He had committed a capital offense: he stole tobacco. The Spanish had a monopoly on the good
tobacco (orre nocco tobacco) because the English have bitter tobacco. John Rolfe stole the good tobacco
seeds and plants them in Jamestown. This crop saves Virginia and becomes a sort of currency. When he
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arrives in Jamestown, Pocahontas is sort of held hostage in exchange for food from the Powhatans. She
meets him in church, after she converts to Rebecca, and they marry. After going to England, they both met
the king and queen (this was likely a political marriage). They have two sons and she dies in London, likely
due to a respiratory illness. Tobacco is becoming a cash crop, so the Virginia Company sets up the head
rights system (you buy a ticket to Virginia and you get 50 acres of Virginia; each ticket is worth 50 acres).
For the Virginians who got there early began to manipulate the system. There used to be caterpillars that
would get under the leaf and eat the whole thing. You would have to flip each leaf over and pull off any
caterpillars. The early Virginians decide to offer indentures, a contract where you work as a servant for a
few years and are freed after. Basically, the Virginians write indentures for multiple tickets and send them
over to England, where the landowner gives them room and board (contract for 4 to 7 land, but they never
get the land - instead the landowners get the land, and they get the best land). This results in a few families
getting lots of land. Therefore, after their indenture is up, people move west in Central Virginia because all
of the good land is gone.

Signs of Resistance

400 years ago, 1619, was when the Virginia House of Burgesses meet. To vote, you needed to be a white
male landowner. This is also when the Virginia Company started recruiting lower-class and middle-class
women who want to marry up, so they left to marry into wealthy families and make sons for the men to
pass their land to. Relations with the Indians are not very good. In 1622, Powhatan is ousted and his
brother Opiechancanough is a warrior who becomes the chief. He sends multiple dozens of warriors to kill
the colonists and destroy food supplies (seeds and wheat storehouses). Around 347 people die that day,
with 500 more dying over the next year out of 1240. James I doesn’t understand how things could be so
bad that this is possible, so he orders people to audit the Virginia Company of London. He found that the
shareholders were taking more money than they should and were paying less taxes than they should. As a
result, in 1624, King James revokes the charter and personally takes control of the colony with a governor.
At this time, they started realizing that the tobacco was not growing as well as it should have (the tobacco
was depleting the soil of nitrogen, and using the same soil was bad). In 1644, they are under the command
of the governor and Opechancanough coordinates another attack, with around 350-400 out of 8000 dying.
This time, he is captured and killed, so that eliminates much of the resistance there.

Founding New England

In 1620 New England, the Puritans still want to purify the Anglican church of their Catholic influences. The
Puritan Separatists are willing to break with the Anglican Church to practice their religion as they see fit
(pro-king, anti-church). Because tensions were so high, they were exiled to Holland. The Puritans go to the
king and say that they don’t have a problem with him but with the church. They are backed by a joint stock
company to send back furs and timber (to build up navy and strong wood like oak and most of the trees
in England had been cut down). They traveled on the Mayflower in 1620 and landed far north of Virginia.
They draft out the Mayflower Compact to form a covenant community where everyone promises to uphold
the laws established by the government (civil body politick). They establish a theocracy and to vote you had
to be a white male churchgoer. There were high standards to be in the church: you need to attend a certain
number of meetings. There is almost a 40-50% death rate the first winter, but thanks to Squanto (Pawtuxet
Indian), they were able to get help. They had a celebration called Thanksgiving, where they are thanking
their god for being alive. They changed from a communal (everyone shares work and stuff, but not everyone
was working) to a more capitalistic system (you live off a plot of land based on your family size, but the
men were expected to either hunt or something one to two days a week) because of William Bradford. The
Pilgrims are the radical minority of the Puritans. The Puritan non-separatists are watching as the Mayflower
sets sail and think that they should do the same thing. This starts the Great Puritan Migration. In 1628,
the Massachusetts Bay Company gets a charter for the Massachusetts Bay Colony. They settle north of
Plymouth and soon take over the separatists because there are lots more non-separatists than separatists.
This is led by John Winthrop, who does his homework: he reads John Smith, John Rolfe, and other peoples
and figured out the mistakes the other people did and is determined to not make those mistakes. They have
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enough food, flour, and salted meat to last two winters. He knows that the first winter is the most brutal and
comes with two years’ food supply. He also believes it is the Puritan’s divine mission to establish a colony
based their belief system and it will be such a great success that people will think it is like a city on a hill
and will serve as an example to the world of how great life can be if you follow the Puritan non-separatist
belief system. They make a theocracy and emphasize literacy. In New England, we see a few new public
schools. Harvard is established in 1636 to promote religious learning and make ministers. The Puritans set
up at Salem and Boston.

The Thirteen Colonies

In the 1600s, Massachusetts was both Upper Massachusetts (Maine) and Lower Massachusetts (Massachusetts).
New Hampshire allows Massachusetts, Boston control them in the 1600s. The middle colonies (Pennyslvania,
New York, New Jersey) are considered a breadbasket with lots of grain grown and good ports in New York.
The Chesapeake colonies are Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware, which are more plantation-like colonies and
tobacco-growing. New England except Rhode Island is going to be similar to Massachusetts. John Mason
founded New Hampshire in 1629. Thomas Hooker is a Boston minister and is encouraged to take his congre-
gation and head south into Connecticut (then Hartford). This is a theocracy (to vote, you need to be a white
male churchgoer). Rhode Island is the exception: Roger Williams was a dissenter who criticized the Puritan
government in Boston over their treatment of the Indians (he sees how the people of Massachusetts have
stolen from the Indians and declare extremely violent wars and says that it isn’t Christian). The Puritans
get this reputation of being intolerant, but they made these colonies to be cities on a hill and to be based
on their values. If you criticize them, they’ll tell you to leave. These colonies were meant to show how God
looked favorably upon the Puritans and they wanted it to be extremely successful. Roger Williams goes
into present-day Rhode Island and buys the land from the Wampanoags (in a fair and Christian manner),
calling it Providence. Rhode Island is one of the most religiously-tolerant (not religiously-free) colonies in
the New World, but you need to believe in Jesus’s divinity. Maryland does something similar. Down south
in the Middle Colonies (the breadbasket), before these colonies are English, they were Dutch. Henry Hudson
explores this part and claims what is now New York State (Manhattan and stuff). The Hudson River is
unique because it goes straight north, so Hudson explores the river and establishes a Dutch hold on the river
and in Albany. He establishes a trade post on Manhattan Island. He claims everywhere up from Albany
to Manhattan as New Netherland and New York City as New Amsterdam. The Dutch were into trade and
commerce, not religion. This results in a really diverse colony (French Huguenots, Dutch, Germans). The
English don’t like this and they call it the Dutch wedge. It’s like they’re dividing British New England and
British South. So they go after them. James (Duke of York) and his friends lead a force to seize the terri-
tory. The Dutch try to defend New Netherland but don’t have success. Peter Stuyvesant (Dutch governor)
tries to organize a resistance but nobody will fight with him and it falls to the British. James becomes a
proprietor and renames it New York. James gives his friends New Jersey as a proprietary. James becomes
James II and turns it into a royal colony. William Penn made the proprietary colony from land given to
him from the king because he gave the king some money. He was part of a religion called the Society of
Friends - the Quakers. He names his land Pennsylvania (Penn’s Woods). He makes this a religious haven
and puts more liberal government ideas and wants profits off the timber. Quakers believe that everyone is
considered a brother and sister and hate slavery and belive that God doesn’t care about wealth, so they
don’t either. They emphasise equality and establish a representative body. To be a voter, you needed to be
a white male landowner, but you needed to own far less land. The government sets up a Charter of Liberty,
which embodies these liberal ideas, like freedom of religion and unrestricted immigration. Pennsylvania is
more universal than other colonies: they allowed Jews to come in; however, they forbid Jewish people to
vote. They even allowed the construction of synagogues. The charter even later inspires the Bill of Rights.
It turns out that the unrestricted immigration turns out to be their undoing because by 1718, Quakers are a
minority in their own colony. In the Chesapeake region, Maryland was given as a gift to the Calvert family.
The Calverts are Catholic and the 1st Lord Baltimore makes Maryland. A lot of the Catholics are ready to
get out of England and Maryland becomes a haven for Catholics. The Calvert family discovers that a lot
of Catholics don’t want to come to Maryland, so they have to encourage Protestants to come in. Maryland
adopts an Act of Toleration: as long as you are Christian, you will be protected. The Catholic church in
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Maryland is supported by tax dollars since the beginning. George Calvert never comes to the New World
but his son Cecil Calvert 2nd lord comes over. They start growing tobacco, but Baltimore and Annapolis are
going to struggle for the first few centuries. Carolina is originally to be one big colony (N & S Carolina). It
is gifted to eight men (Lord Proprietors) who helped him get on the throne Charles II. Lord Ashley Cooper
is the only one who actually wants to come to the New World and lands in what he calls Charles Town
(Charleston). He discovers that in the northern part, tobacco can be cultivated and stuff, but the south
part is almost more of a Caribbean field, so he makes people from Barbados bring rice and indigo (flower
with a deep purple dye - very valuable) to grow in these fields. These people bring slaves with them. The
economies become so different in terms of what they produce and stuff that in 1729 by the king, they are
divided into North and South with North being like Virginia’s economy. South Carolina contains rice and
indigo plantations (indigo is a flower with a deep indigo dye) and has a similar economy to the Caribbean
Islands. North Carolina grows small tobacco and subsistence farms.

The last colony to be founded was made by James Oglethorpe, who considered himself a humanitarian
and thought he could alleviate pressure on the English population by putting criminals in the new colony
(penal colony). He has a strict set of rules and outlaws slavery because he wants them to use the convicts.
He wants to rehabilitate the convicts. The problem was that nobody wants to use convict labor for a little
bit of money when they could use Indians for free. They also didn’t want that because the upper limit for
land was 500 acres and that seems too little. This colony was Georgia. For multiple decades, his colony
doesn’t get many people. In 1752, Georgia becomes a royal colony and all of the restrictions are lifted,
making the population boom. It starts to look a lot like South Carolina (some more sugar, lots of rice, large
enslaved African population). In fact, as we come close to the revolution, the number of enslaved Africans
outnumbers to whites. The colony was named for King George.

Old World Countries & Their New World Policies

The motivations of Spain is conquest (gold, god and glory), want to make lots of money fast and are just
as okay with killing people as with converting. The French and Dutch are both commerce and have a much
more positive relationship with the Indians as they are a trading partner. England has a mixed relationship
with the natives and are most interested in colonizing for a variety of motives: money, religious freedom,
etc. Initially, relations with the natives are good, but as more Puritans and people start to show up, the
relationships start to deteriorate.

British policies in colonies is mostly for money: through providing raw materials (cheap timber in New
World but since England is the only customer, they can lower it as much as they want and English businesses
and craftsmen can turn it into a product), being a market for goods (can only import goods from England,
so they have to sell low and buy high), tariffs (taxes on imported goods), and how all trade can only take
place on English ships. The Navigation Acts of 1651 are a giant set of law that contains all of this. They
are a set of laws that maintain trade and colony money stuff. It said that all trade to and from colonies to
be on English ships (or ships from English colonies) with 3

4
English crew. Shipbuilding within the colonies

is the only allowed industry because it makes no sense to bring timber from the New World to the Old
World to make a boat to sail to the New World. All goods must also come through only English ports. One
problem with this is that certain goods have a few sellers, especially since they must be from the English, so
there might be multiple transactions. Finally, enumerated goods (goods of value) can only be exported to
England. On one hand, you buy high and sell low. However, America is protected by England (these ships
fly the English flag and the English navy is the most formidable in the world at this time), so they’re never
attacked.

The Colonies & Their Actions During the 33rd Half-Century

In the mid- to late 1600s, lots of stuff is going on in England. You have the Restoration, Glorious Revolution,
English Civil War. Therefore, with the exceptions of the 1680s, these laws aren’t enforced that much until
the 1700s. As a result, you get craftsmen in Philadelphia building furniture and people smuggling sugar
from Cuba. This period is called Salutary Neglect (neglect that benefits America). In the 1750s, England
thinks that because they’re spending on wars for the colonies, they need to enforce the laws to get money
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